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Blast from the Past 
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This edition of  “Blast from the Past” includes the second issue of  Common Sense, reprinted on the following pages. It reports two 
important milestones in the history of  the Academy: AAEM’s first annual meeting and its first mission statement. Compare that 
first mission statement with the current one, found on page two of  this and every issue of  Common Sense. It has expanded a bit 
but changed very little. 

In reading the second issue of  Common Sense, I was struck by the quality of  the speakers at the very first annual meeting. This 
gathering was already on its way to being the best emergency medicine meeting in the world, AAEM’s Annual Scientific Assembly. 
The other things that stand out are how active the Academy was, even then, meeting with the U.S. Surgeon General as well as 

ACEP and the AMA; how cheap the Academy’s dues were, and still are; and the fact that Coastal sued Dr. George Schwartz, AAEM’s secretary, for 
libel. We will watch that lawsuit play out as we continue to republish old issues of  Common Sense in “Blast from the Past.” 

I would love to have been in that meeting between AAEM, ACEP, and the AMA. It was obviously another attempt to bring ACEP into the fight against 
the unfair treatment and exploitation of  emergency physicians in the workplace. Read about it for yourself. It is the first story on the next page.  ■

— The Editor 

Celebrating20 years as the specialty society of EM

1993-2013

Visit www.aaem.org/about-aaem/celebrating-20-years.
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AAEM thanks Robert McNamara, MD FAAEM, for sharing his archives to reprint in Common Sense. 


